
Recorder        Lesson 9 Spring

         Playing and reading musical notes 


Play

Practise the new note D. Make sure to use your 2nd finger to cover the 
2nd hole, support the recorder with your Right Hand and take the thumb 
off of the back hole. Try moving from GABCD, remember for C your fingers 
should almost look like a giraffe as you’ll be using your 2nd finger to cover 
the 2nd hole. 


Music: try the first line of Five Jive that we started in class. 

DCBG, DCBG, DCBG D____ 


Write/Draw - Reading notes on the stave 

I have written 4 words in the music below, can you work out the words by 
carefully reading the notes? Remember to check what line or space the 
head of the note is on. 





Word 1________   2 _____    3_______     4________


Try 

Can you draw the forbidden rhythm from the game Don’t Play This One 
Back? Try saying the phrase out loud and clap along to work out the 
rhythm. 


Lesson 1 

How to hold the recorder 

  
Always keep your Left hand at the top of the recorder. Your Right hand should be lower 
down on the recorder with your RH thumb supporting the back. 

Making a sound: We start our breath in to the recorder with a T, which makes a Tu sound 
and creates a clean start to the note. Blow gently and listen to the sound you make. 

First Note:                  B  

Rhythms and B 

   =     q                  =                  

            Crotchet          Quavers            Rest 

Reading Musical Notes
To make it easier to remember the names of notes use 
FACE for the notes in the spaces and Every Green Bus 
Drives Fast for the notes on the line.  

 

 
                         Every    Green  Bus      Drives   Fast  

Can you make some words using the letters above? Try 
drawing them on the stave below to create a musical code 
word. 

Reading Musical Notes
To make it easier to remember the names of notes use 
FACE for the notes in the spaces and Every Green Bus 
Drives Fast for the notes on the line.  

 

 
                         Every    Green  Bus      Drives   Fast  

Can you make some words using the letters above? Try 
drawing them on the stave below to create a musical code 
word. 

Title
Composer

Date

Copyright
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